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Soldiers part ner wit h Vanderbilt
researchers to create a new model for
innovat ion
GPS, duct tape, microwaves and computers? these
everyday items have one thing in common: Each was
invented, in part or in whole, as the result of U.S.
military research. The military?s rich history of
innovation continues today at numerous labs and
engineering centers. Soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division, the 160th Special Operations Aviation
Regiment, and 5th Group at Fort Campbell have teamed
up with researchers at Vanderbilt University to solve
tactical problems to support soldier missions and
enable strategic new Army capabilities that benefit
national security. The five-year education partnership
agreement between Vanderbilt and Army Futures
Command is a potential model for military-academic
collaboration across the region and the nation. With the
inaugural Pathfinder Air-Assault Project award,
Vanderbilt has demonstrated a collaborative solution
for preventing injury to the lower backs of soldiers using
an elastic exosuit that is integrated with the soldiers?
existing gear.
A separate team of researchers, commercial partners
and Army personnel are finalists in U.S. Army Medical
Research and Development Command?s xTechBrain
Operant Learning Technology competition with a
project aimed at augmenting brain function to improve
medical learning retention. To support these and future
collaborations, Vanderbilt has invested in equipment
for rapid prototyping and mobile measurements to
advance soldier-centered innovation at Fort Campbell.
By partnering with the University of Tennessee on future
applied research solutions, the effort will accelerate
learning for both soldier and civilian students in STEM
management, entrepreneurship and design, as well as
provide the Department of Defense additional
laboratory space and expertise to address modern
challenges facing soldiers.

Inst it ute for Space and Defense
Elect ronics
With approximately $5 million in annual funding from
the Navy, the Air Force, the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency, NASA and more than 20 commercial
enterprises, Vanderbilt?s Institute for Space and

Soldiers of the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell wear
Vanderbilt-designed exosuits to augment lifting capabilities and reduce back
strain. (Vanderbilt University)

Defense Electronics is the only academic program in the
U.S. directly involved in supporting DOD in radiation
effects for strategic applications and is one of very few
programs involved in microelectronics research for
space applications. Recognized for this work, ISDE was
recently selected as the Air Force Center of Excellence in
radiation effects and was a major contributor to
radiation hardening of the guidance system of the U.S.
Navy Trident D5 Life Extension Program. It has also
developed a small satellite platform using CubeSats for
quickly and inexpensively assessing the radiation
hardness of electronic components in space and
conducts ground-based radiation testing using sources
at Vanderbilt and other sites.
The effects of radiation on electronic components and
systems are among the most significant reliability
challenges facing DOD systems. These effects occur
when radiation, in the natural space environment or
produced by weapons, interacts with sensitive
electronic devices. The effects range from temporary
loss of data to catastrophic failure. ISDE plays an
indispensable role in ensuring that there is a sufficiently
trained workforce in these critical technology areas.
Over the past decade, ISDE has trained more than 150
engineers with master?s degrees and Ph.D.?s. These
highly trained individuals go on to support our nation?s
efforts in radiation hardening and microelectronics
research. In addition to government and industry
positions, many of them have gone on to work in
academia, training future generations to create a
sustainable workforce. ISDE also leads the
radiation-effects component of the DOD Scalable
Asymmetric
Lifecycle
Engagement
workforce
development program. ISDE signed a five-year
partnership with L3Harris Technologies to create
advanced online training modules to leverage the
expertise of ISDE engineers and faculty members within
the Vanderbilt School of Engineering.

Inst it ute for Soft ware Integrated
Systems
Founded in 1998, Vanderbilt?s Institute for Software
Integrated Systems is a key national player in an effort
to design the software-integrated systems that have
become an essential part of human lives today? in
consumer appliances, vehicles, planes, hospitals,
schools, design shops, factories, space systems and the
energy sector. Major sponsors of the institute include
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Air
Force, the Army, the Navy, the National Science
Foundation, the National Security Agency, the
Department of Energy, the Department of Education
and NASA. The institute has received more than $243
million in federal funding since 1998? approximately 60
percent of which is from DOD.
ISIS researchers are contributing to the U.S. Army and
Navy-supported project Future Airborne Capability
Environment which is a government/industry software
standard to promote interoperability and software
reuse for avionics platforms.
Supported by the DARPA-funded Symbiotic Design of
Cyberphysical Systems/Air Taxi (Hybrid or Electric)
aeroNautical Simulation project which entails
developing a model-based systems engineering design
oracle, ISIS researchers are evaluating artificial
intelligence/machine
learning-derived
designs
automatically via computer-aided design geometry
synthesis and flight simulation, and providing detailed
system performance metric feedback for proposed
unmanned aerial vehicles/electric-vertical take-off and
landing aircraft. This project enables automated tools
to transform the simulated models that will be
developed into CAD analysis models (e.g., flight
simulators) and execute the analysis across scalable,
cloud-based computation networks.
With an $8.7 million DARPA-funded grant, researchers
at ISIS are reformulating the conventional engineering
process of cyber-physical systems as a continuously
learning, self-improving process of collaborative
discovery. The goal is to develop open-source AI-based
co-designers that are integrable with CPS design flows
and tool suites.

Laboratory for Systems Integrit y and
Reliabilit y
When flying a military helicopter over hostile territory or
providing emergency aid to disaster areas, knowing the
equipment can survive in a rigorous operating
environment is crucial. Vanderbilt University School of
Engineering?s Laboratory for Systems Integrity and

Reliability tests advanced sensor systems that can
rapidly detect early signs of failure in structures
including aircraft, spacecraft, missiles and ground
vehicles. This research has been supported by the Army,
the Navy, the Air Force and the Marines, and has
involved partnerships with several large defense
contractors and equipment manufacturers.

Vanderbilt and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers?R&D Center enter
educat ional part nership to enhance
collaborat ions
The School of Engineering and the U.S. Army Engineer
Research and Development Center, part of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, have entered an educational
partnership agreement that provides top-tier training to
the workforce and a strong partnership that will link
expert engineers and scientists from Vanderbilt and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to solve our nation?s
challenges. The purpose of the ERDC?s Educational
Partnership Agreement is to encourage education in
science, mathematics, engineering, and professional
areas of interest to the mutual benefit of ERDC and the
School of Engineering. The EPA provides a framework
for cooperative educational collaborations. Of
particular interest are graduate degree programs in
computer science, environmental engineering, risk,
reliability, and resilience as well as nondegree
workforce training programs.

Vanderbilt researchers extend
soft ware-development effort s for
sustainable microgrids
A researcher from the School of Engineering is leading a
$2.5 million DOD-funded project to develop advanced
software to manage microgrids, the relatively small
energy systems that rely on local energy generation and
storage. This effort marks the continuation of an earlier
project funded by the Department of Energy?s ARPA-E.
The team is developing techniques to manage high
speed and unpredictable events that have major
impacts on the grid using open source software, so
others can build on it and develop it further. The aim for
this project is to find a better way to manage the energy
that is captured by microgrids in order to maximize its
potential because microgrids don?t have the same huge
resources, like large generators, that existing energy
companies have.
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